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About This Unit
We’re celebrating 75 years of inquiry-centered learning, including many thousands of student 
discussions led by teachers, classroom volunteers, and parents across the country and around the 
world. Please enjoy this present from us—a classic Kahlil Gibran poem from The Prophet. With 
discussion questions and various response options, these lesson plans are perfect for sharing the 
joy of Shared Inquiry™ with middle school students.

About Shared Inquiry
The suggested activities provided below are based 
on the Shared Inquiry sequence of activities that 
includes multiple readings of a text and collaborative 
discussion of open-ended questions. These are labeled 
below as Sessions, so that your students are working 
with the story over at least 4-5 separate days. We 
recommend that you read the text aloud to students, 
having them follow along as you project the text and 
on a copy you have printed for them. There are also 
some printable activity pages for students after the 
text. Depending on the age and attention span of your 
students, you will probably want to pause during the 
reading to get their questions and reactions. If needed, 
divide the sessions to meet the students’ attention 
spans.

About Junior Great Books
The Junior Great Books® program combines high-quality literature; student-centered discus-
sion; and activities that support reading comprehension, critical thinking, speaking and listen-
ing, writing, and social emotional learning. Junior Great Books provides outstanding classroom 
materials and inspiring professional development. We help students succeed by getting the most 
out of reading and interacting with their teachers and classmates, while providing instruction and 
support in Shared Inquiry to teachers. Junior Great Books programs provide a research-based 
sequence of activities with every selection that prepares students for discussion and extends their 
thinking and learning. To learn more about Junior Great Books, visit us at www.greatbooks.org.

About the Great Books Foundation
Founded in 1947, the Great Books Foundation is an independent, nonprofit educational 
organization that creates reading and discussion programs for students and adults with the 
conviction that literacy and critical thinking help form reflective and well-informed citizens.  
For more about us, visit www.greatbooks.org.

ABOUT SHARED INQUIRY AND JUNIOR GREAT BOOKS

Short Videos on Shared Inquiry

To learn the basics about leading 
and participating in Shared Inquiry 
discussion, watch these helpful 
videos:
• An Overview of Shared Inquiry 

for Teachers
• Shared Inquiry Overview
• Shared Inquiry Guidelines
• Shared Inquiry Dos and Don’ts

http://www.greatbooks.org
https://www.greatbooks.org/emu/short-introductory-videos-on-shared-inquiry/
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On Friendship
Kahlil Gibran

Session 1
Prereading/Text Opener (5–10 minutes)
• Activity Summary: Students explore a concept 

relevant to the text they will be reading.
• Student Learning Objective: To activate and build 

background knowledge related to a text.
• Key Shared Inquiry Concept: Thinking about 

what we already know helps us prepare to read.

Activity Instructions

1. Ask students one or more of the following:
a. What do you look for in a friend?
b. What are some qualities of friendship?
c. What are some reasons that people become friends?

2. Ask follow-up questions to help students further develop and explain their ideas. (See box on 
bottom of page 6.)

First Reading with Sharing Questions (20–25 minutes)
• Activity Summary:  Students read along as the text is read aloud. Students then ask questions 

about the text to clear up confusing words and imagery, build comprehension, and identify 
issues for later discussion.

• Student Learning Objective: To ask questions about a text.
• Key Shared Inquiry Concepts: Reading a text once is just the first step in understanding it; 

asking questions about a text helps us understand it better.

Activity Instructions

1. Prepare students to ask questions by inviting them to mark anything they are confused or 
curious about as they listen to the text. Ask students to mark questions around word usage 
and unusual meanings.

2. Allow time for students to listen to the text as it is read aloud fluently, by you or on a recording.
3. Ask students to share their questions, and consider recording their questions on a board or a 

flip chart. If needed, help them turn reactions into questions or model asking about complex 
parts of the text. If students are more experienced with Shared Inquiry, they might work in 
small groups to generate and answer some of their questions.

4. Prompt students to answer each other’s questions, particularly those that signal problems 
with comprehension. Help students answer questions where necessary, guiding them with 
questions to come to answers on their own. Let students know that not all questions can be 
answered now and that some will be saved for later.

About the Poet

Born in the town of Bsharri in the 
north of modern-day Lebanon, 
Gibran immigrated with his family 
to the United States, where he 
studied art and began his literary 
career, writing in both English and 
Arabic. In the Arab world, Gibran 
is regarded as a literary and political 
rebel. His romantic style was at the 
heart of a renaissance in modern 
Arabic literature.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_3_VS8oVjw
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Session 2 (20–25 minutes)
Second Reading
Students read the text a second time independently or together, engaging in activities that help 
them explore the text more deeply, such as making notes using a specific prompt and comparing 
those notes with other students. The teacher also asks follow-up questions to help the students 
explain their thinking.
• Activity Summary: Students reread or listen to the text again and mark passages to note 

contrasting ideas or a recurring concept.
• Student Learning Objective: To reread a text purposefully in order to gain a better 

understanding of it by doing one of the following:
 » Exploring different responses to a text by explaining and comparing notes
 » Exploring how a recurring concept contributes to a text’s meaning

• Key Shared Inquiry Concepts: 
 » Rereading is essential to understanding complex texts.
 » Making and explaining notes helps readers consider a text in more depth.

Activity Instructions

1. Choose one of the following note-taking options for students to use during the second 
reading:
a. Contrasting Note: Mark with a G places where the poet suggests what you should give to 

friendship. Mark with an R places where the poets suggests what you should receive from 
friendship.
Follow-Up Question: Why do you think the poet is suggesting you should give to or receive 
this from friendship?

b. Literary Element Note: Mark an M where the author uses metaphors.
i. Metaphor: a figure of speech that uses one object or idea to represent (or refer to) a 

different object or idea
ii. Follow-Up Questions: What different things is the metaphor comparing? How does 

the metaphor you marked help you understand the poem?
2. Prepare students to read with purpose by explaining the note-taking suggestion you chose. 

Students may read or listen to the text in class or at home.
3. Ask students to share their notes on a few of the passages in the text (you may wish to choose 

passages you consider especially rich or interpretive or about which students had questions 
after the first reading). For each passage, have a few volunteers share how they marked the 
passage and explain why. Ask follow-up questions and encourage students with different 
responses to share them. (See box on page 6.)

4. Review with the class the list of questions from the sharing questions activity. See which have 
been answered while rereading, and add any new questions.

5. Ask students to record something they noticed or learned while rereading the text as well as a 
question they would like to talk about more.

6. Collect students’ responses and note which questions students have recorded. This will help 
you choose a focus question and cluster questions for Shared Inquiry discussion.
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Session 3
Shared Inquiry Discussion (30–40 minutes)
Students explore the text’s meaning in-depth by discussing related interpretive questions.

• Activity Summary:  Students explore the poem’s meaning by discussing in-depth an 
interpretive question that has multiple reasonable answers. They write an answer to an 
interpretive question about the text, then discuss and develop their ideas while the teacher 
uses follow-up questions to facilitate the conversation.

• Student Learning Objective: To develop and refine an individually satisfying, text-centered 
answer to a problem of meaning by sharing ideas, supporting them with evidence, and 
responding to the comments and questions of other students

• Key Shared Inquiry Concept: Discussing a poem enables readers to develop a richer 
understanding of it by thoughtfully considering the ideas of others.

Activity Instructions

For the discussion, students will need their copy of the text and the Shared Inquiry Discussion 
page (see p. 10) provided in this lesson.

As the leader, you will open the discussion with a question that has more than one reasonable 
answer that can be supported with evidence from the text. This opening focus question is 
comprehensive enough to sustain a deep exploration of the poem, and you will want to return to 
it from time to time so that students consider it from many angles. 

1. Have students arrange their seats or desks in a circle, and sit with them in the circle.
2. Pose the focus question from page 6, and have students write it on their Shared Inquiry 

Discussion page.
3. Give students time to write an initial answer and a piece of evidence using page 10. 

Encourage them to look back at the poem for evidence. Make sure everyone has written 
something before you begin the discussion.

4. Begin the discussion by asking the focus question. Invite a volunteer or call on a student to 
share the first idea. Ask follow-up questions (see box on page 6) to help students explain, 
support, and connect their ideas.

5. Introduce related questions found on page 6, listed after the focus question, as well as related 
questions that students asked earlier, to deepen the discussion, to direct attention to other 
parts of the text, or to encourage students to consider other aspects of the focus question.

6. As the discussion winds down, have students complete the Shared Inquiry Discussion page 
by writing the answer they have arrived at after sifting through and weighing all the ideas and 
evidence they heard.

7. After all students have written their final answers, you may wish to have a few students share 
them. Ask students to tell the group how their answer changed or grew as a result of the 
discussion.
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Shared Inquiry Discussion Questions

Focus Question:  According to the poet, is friendship more about giving or receiving?
• In line 6, why does the poet pair hunger with peace?
• What does it mean to “listen to his heart” in line 8?
• In line 9, why does the poet suggest that friends can communicate “without words”?
• Is the poet trying to teach the youth how to be a friend or how to appreciate friendship?

Session 4
Writing and Further Reflection (optional)
• Activity Summary: Students extend and elaborate on their ideas about the text they 

discussed by writing a brief expository essay or a piece of creative writing.
• Student Learning Objective: To deepen understanding of a text by articulating thoughts 

about ideas in the text
• Key Shared Inquiry Concept: Writing about a text helps readers extend, explain, and share 

their ideas about the text. 

Reflection (Can also be completed at the end of Session 3)

Encourage students to reflect on the understanding of the poem that they’ve developed. What 
new ideas or evidence do they have now? What went well in the discussion? How did someone 
else’s contribution impact your thinking? What could we do better in future discussions?

Interpretive Writing

Other interpretive questions that you or your students have asked can be the basis of an essay, or 
you may wish to have them turn their answer to the focus question into an essay.

Evaluative Writing

Evaluative writing incorporates students’ judgments and feelings and asks them to assess the 
author’s ideas based on their own worldview. Below is a possible evaluative writing prompt:
• Is it reasonable to expect to find the type of friendship described in the poem?

Follow-Up Questions
Throughout all Shared Inquiry activities, guide students’ thinking and model how they can 
respond to one another by asking questions. Respond to students with follow-up questions 
and encourage them to ask each other questions, such as those below, to help them explain, 
support, and connect their ideas.
• What do you mean when you say that?
• Would you tell us more about your idea?
• What part of the poem makes you think that?
• Where do you see that in the poem?
• Do you agree with what [student] said?
• Can you add to [student’s] idea?
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Making Connections Activities
Related Great Books stories
Many Great Books selections will help students further explore the theme of Friendship and
Community, including “Twenty-Seven Days” by Jenny Kaczorowski in Junior Great Books Series 
7 and “The Social Me” by William James in Introduction to Great Books First Series.

After reading one or more related texts, encourage students to collaborate and list various ways 
that characters in each text showed they were friends. Ask them to discuss an evaluative question 
such as “What makes someone a good friend?” using evidence from their own experiences, as well 
as the texts they have read. Encourage them to explain why those qualities are important.

Related Art
“Friendship Quilt” by Ella Maria Deacon (dedicated to/inscribed to) 

Share
Invite students to share an example of an object that reminds them of a friend or loved one. Ask:
• Why does that object remind you of your friend?

Notice
Give students time to look at the quilt, and encourage them to zoom in to look at the different 
patterns, writings, and drawings in each square. Have students write down what they notice about 
the quilt. Students may not be able to make out many of the writings or drawings; that is okay.

Share
Ask students to share what they noticed or found interesting about the quilt. Encourage them to 
share questions and wonderings as well. Add some of these questions to those you plan to discuss.

Discuss
• Why might someone give their friend a gift, specifically a quilt?
• Why would the giver(s) of this quilt include only one of each square, instead of a pattern?
• What do you think some of the writings on the quilt say? What do you think some of the 

drawings are? Why might someone write or draw that on a quilt?

Connect
If you’ve been reading or viewing other texts about Friendship & Community, ask:
• What helps people become friends?
• What helps people stay friends?
• Why are friendships important?
• Do you think what kind of gift you give someone matters?

https://www.artic.edu/artworks/54071/friendship-quilt
https://www.artic.edu/artworks/54071/friendship-quilt
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Create
Invite students to write a poem or letter dedicated to a friend, and encourage them to use their 
ideas of what the writings or drawings on the quilt might be.

Full Resource Links for This Unit
Here are full links to all of the resources shared in this document. 
• Short Videos on Shared Inquiry: https://www.greatbooks.org/emu/short-introductory-

videos-on-shared-inquiry/
• “On Friendship” being read on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_3_

VS8oVjw
• Friendship Quilt: https://www.artic.edu/artworks/54071/friendship-quilt
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On Friendship
Kahlil Gibran

And a youth said, Speak to us of Friendship.
    And he answered, saying:
    Your friend is your needs answered.
    He is your field which you sow with love and reap with thanksgiving.
    And he is your board and your fireside.
    For you come to him with your hunger, and you seek him for peace.

    When your friend speaks his mind you fear not the “nay” in your own mind, nor 
do you withhold the “ay.”
    And when he is silent your heart ceases not to listen to his heart;
    For without words, in friendship, all thoughts, all desires, all expectations are 
born and shared, with joy that is unacclaimed.
    When you part from your friend, you grieve not;
    For that which you love most in him may be clearer in his absence, as the  
mountain to the climber is clearer from the plain.
    And let there be no purpose in friendship save the deepening of the spirit.
    For love that seeks aught but the disclosure of its own mystery is not love but a 
net cast forth: and only the unprofitable is caught.

    And let your best be for your friend.
    If he must know the ebb of your tide, let him know its flood also.
    For what is your friend that you should seek him with hours to kill?
    Seek him always with hours to live.
    For it is his to fill your need but not your emptiness.
    And in the sweetness of friendship let there be laughter, and sharing of pleasures.
    For in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning and is refreshed.

1
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The focus question:  

Your answer before discussion:  

A piece of evidence from the text that supports your answer:  

   LINE(S): 

Your answer after discussion (explain how you changed or added to your original 

answer, and give evidence that supports your answer now):

   LINE(S): 

Shared Inquiry Discussion
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What I like most is the way we can all come together and 
discuss a question and think about other people’s opinions. 
We can hear each other out even if we disagree and always 
have interesting conversations about what we’re reading. 
I feel like we’re learning important skills we can use now 
and in the future.

In our discussions, we get to 
know each other better and 
understand what we read.

I like listening to other people’s 
ideas. Sometimes I hear things I 
would never have thought of myself!

Now the word creative means 
thinking outside the box and 
using my imagination to help 
see others’ views.
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I like when I get to share my thoughts 
with the whole class. It makes me feel 
happy because everyone pays attention. 
You’re being respected and you get to 
do the same thing for other people.

The conversations are interesting because people 
might say ideas that you haven’t thought of and you 
might think differently than you did before because of 
what people are saying. You can explain more about 
what you’re trying to say so that people might underst

Our discussions teach me how to talk to people. The 
help me think about how other people are dealing 
with stuff and how I can be a better person by helpin 
them get through that stuff. I realized how much of a 
difference I can make in my community.

When you know there is more than one good answer, 
you’re not afraid of being wrong. It makes it easier to 
think about different possibilities, and the discussion
are more interesting when we explore those possibili

Discussion has made me more open-minded, 
and learning to collaborate has made me a 
better leader on my team. A leader must be able 
to express what they are thinking fully so that 
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